
Electrolytic cell 

Electrolytic cell works on the principle of electrolysis .Electrolysis means to split the chemical 

using electrical energy, 

therefore in an electrolytic cell electrical energy converts into mechanical energy the cell 

reaction is non spontaneous ,let's see how the electrolytic cell is constructed. 

An electrolytic cell consists of a non conducting vessel, inside the vessel electrolytic solution is 

taken the electrolyte can be either in aqueous or in molten state two electrodes are used which 

helps to conduct electricity , they can be non reactive like graphite or Platinum these electrodes 

are called inert electrodes because they do not take part in the cell reaction .The Other 

electrode is the reactive electrode like Copper, zinc ,silver they are reactive hence they take part 

in the cell reaction. 

The cell reaction 

Molten NaCl 

The electrolyte in the state of molten NaCl will get deposited as sodium metal in cathode. The 

cell reaction are ,at the anode the Anion Cl- will donate the electron and discharge into chlorine 

gas. at the cathode the cation will accept electron and get discharged as sodium metal. 

 

In case of aqueous electrolyte the situation will be different because four types of ions will be 

dissociated in solution they are sodium ion chloride ion hydrogen ion and Hydroxide ion hence 

there will be a competition which ion will be depositing at the anode and cathode 

The choice of deposition is done on the basis of standard reduction potential series 



 



 

If the electrodes are active then the electrodes will take part in the cell reaction. 

example of aqueous NaCl with silver electrodes if we take aq or molten NaCl with silver 

electrodes at anode and cathode ,the active electrode reaction will take place . 

At cathode ,silver is formed. At anode oxidation of silver takes place by the loss of electron. At 

cathode reduction of silver Ion takes place by the gain of electron.this reaction is used for 

refining meta, l the anode is taken as impure metal and cathode as a pure metal when the 



electrolysis is conducted the anode becomes thin and cathode will become thick showing that 

pure metal gets deposited at the cathode and metals from anode is been removed in the form of 

metal ion this method is also applied in electroplating of metals. 

 The quantitative aspect of 

electrolysis was given by Michael Faraday according to Faraday's two laws the electrolysis of 

the solution and it's melt of electrolyte was stated as: 



1st law the amount of chemical reaction at the electrode during electrolysis by a current is 

proportional to the quantity of electricity passed through the electrolyte 

According to the second law the amount of different substances liberated by the same quantity 

of electricity passing through the electrolytic solution are proportional to their chemical 

Equivalent weight that is atomic mass of metal divided by number of electrons required to 

reduce the cation 



In the second law if we connect two cells in series and both have different electrode then 

according to Faraday's law weight of first substance divided by weight of second substance will 

be equal to gram equivalent weight of first substance divided by gram equivalent weight of 

second substance. 

 

Do intext questions on page 86. 


